DIVE DEEPER INTO SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
4th Training course
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Crowd funding and social entrepreneurship.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
ABOUT THE IV TRAINING COURSE:
DIVE DEEPER INTO SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
“Dive Deeper into Social Entrepreneurship” is a capacity building project financed by the EU under the
Erasmus + program; Capacity building in the field of youth; The key aim of the project is to contribute to
fight youth unemployment by creating supportive environment encouraging young people to create social
enterprises. The project will be implemented in period of 15 months and it will include partners coming
from following countries: Macedonia, Bulgaria, Turkey, Greece, Romania, Portugal, Peru, South Africa
and Costa Rica.
The project Dive deeper into social entrepreneurship is the second edition of the project Dive in Social Entrepreneurship. This edition of “Dive deeper into Social entrepreneurship” goes “deeper” and we focus on
training in topics such as “idea generation, legal business forms, youth policies and funding for start-ups.
The first TC in Krusevo, Macedonia was centered on creativity and stimulation of creative ideas and creative thinking itself. The second TC was focused on the legislative framework regarding the social enterprises, as a very important matter in the field of social entrepreneurship. The third TC in Sofia was focused
on increasing the understanding of the participants on the importance of cooperation in the youth sector
and developing quality of youth strategies. This fourth TC aimed to raise competencies of youth workers,
leaders needed to ensure funding/ co-funding projects. The participants shared their experiences and
increased skills to prepare and launch successful crowd - funding campaign.
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WORKSHOP SHEETS
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NEXT ACTIVITIES

DAYS’ DESCRIPTION
1st DAY

Session: Introduction to TC, Presentation of Goals,
Programme, Getting to Know Each Other
Goal: To create supportive and open working atmosphere,
to gain better understanding of the participants’ experiences
and expectations on key issues planned to be covered by the
training course, to clarify key elements of the programme of
the training course.
Report: The training course was opened by welcome word from the representative of hosting organization and information on practicalities related to the project venue. Several getting to know each activities
followed. In first step, the participants created pairs and their task was to shortly talk to each other and
later introduced each other to the group. The participants shared information about the personal and
professional backgrounds.
After introducing the participants were divided into 4 mix-intercultural groups. One by one they received
following questions: ‘What is your expectations towards the training course?’ ‘What you would like to
take back home?’ ‘What do you think are key elements of non-formal education?” “What do you know
about Erasmus + Programme?’ The participants shared following expectations: to learn more about
crowdfunding, to learn how to set crowdfunding campaign, to improve English, to have an opportunity to
learn about other cultures. The key elements of non-formal education was reviewed.
After sharing the trainer delivered input on programme of the training course and its structures.
The session was closed by intercultural quiz in mix-intercultural teams. Main aim of the quiz was to support interaction between the participants and provide them an opportunity to get to know more about
participating countries.
Results: Open and supportive atmosphere created, plan of the training course and key elements of nonformal education reviewed.
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2nd DAY

Session: Resource Mobilization and Co-funding:
Clarification of the Terms and Exploring Practices
Across Participant’s Countries
Goal: To support creating open and supporting working atmosphere, to review the key terms of resource mobilization
and co-funding, to explore practices across participant’s
countries related to resource mobilization and co-funding,
to brainstorm ideas for innovative ways of co-funding.
Report: Day was opened by name game ‘Name and
Move’. Main topic of the day was opened by question:
‘What is resource mobilization?’ During the discussion
the participants referred to following resources: money, time, energy, people, ideas, technology, materials,
community, knowledge, skills, and networks.
After discussion followed simulation on ‘resource mobilization’. At the start of the simulation every participants
received certain amount of resources. The resources
were not equally distributed. The participants had 5
minutes to think about their strategy to obtain more resources. The simulation run for 10 minutes. During the
simulation the participants were free to use any strategy/approach to obtain new resources.
During the debriefing the participants pointed out following: we created alliance/umbrella organization;
we review our resources and decided what we need and on other side what we can provide, we were
lacking ideas so we were looking for person(s) who could provide ideas, when we were deciding who to
include important role for us played trust and how people who approached us looked.
In next step, the participants worked in mix-intercultural teams. Their task was to share and reflect on
practices of their organizations related to resource mobilization and co-funding (human resources: volun-
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teers, professionals), materials, venues, cooperation with other sectors including media, financial funding)
and to prepare presentation for others. During the presentations the teams focused on various aspects of
resource mobilization and shared practices of their organizations:
IRRSA – Bulgaria: the university offers venue, materials and students who want to engage; collaboration
with other universities (meeting and events together) and umbrella (NYFB) -> provide education and opportunity e part of international projects; students feel (to be part of the organization) and money is used
to finance activities.
SWL- Peru: alliance with University, depending on the skills / selection of the best students;co-funding
of venues, cause it is private and organization offer some money and promotion in exchange; trying to
making Alliance to resolve the lack of money problem.
IBC – Turkey: collaboration and finance with the government; collaboration with other businesses that
donate and are being advertised; social media to attract volunteers.
YAK – Macedonia: social media to attract volunteers, collaboration with other CSO’s / University / High
School; trying to collaborate with media and venue either rented or sponsored by the Municipality.
At the end of the session the participants were asked to share with the group any obstacle in resource
mobilization that they are facing. Two issues were discussed: How to attract employees for longer term?
How to attract media to cover youth and Erasmus + related events? During discussion the participants
pointed out following: to provide benefits attractive for employees, to create company culture, to offer
time flexibility, to give opportunity for professional growth. In case of second question the participants
stressed out the importance of storytelling, providing different type of content, the importance to tell the
story from interesting ankle, to link it with actual issues, community.
Results: Open and supportive atmosphere created, key terms ‘resource mobilization’, ‘co-funding’ clarified, practices across participants countries reviewed.
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Session: Resource Mobilization and Co-funding: Image and Credibility of Organization, Co-funding
in 21st century: Exploring New Ideas and Practices
Goal: to review visual presence of the organizations, to brainstorm new ideas for co-funding.
Report: ‘Visual Image of Organizations’ task. The participants worked in their national teams. Their task
was to review website/social network of another organization and share feedback on visual their visual
image. During sharing the participants discussed the importance of knowing the target audience of the
website/social networks, creating tailored content for the websites/social networks, the issue of multilanguage website, the structure of the website, the content (need for testimonials, interactive content,
and feedback from the community. They reflected also on questions such as: ‘Do you have plan/strategy
for your visual presence?’ ‘Do you have team/person taking care for your media/social network content?’
‘Brainstorming New Ideas for Co-funding’ task. The participants created working teams by themselves for
this task. They were asked to come up with new/innovative ideas for co-funding that could be applied in their
realities. The teams shared e.g. idea to transfer 1 cent donation – practice from Peru to another countries.
Results: Key elements of visual presence reviewed and discussed, feedback on website/social media
networks provided, new ideas for co-funding shared.
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3rd DAY

Session: Input on Crowdfunding: Types of Crowdfunding, Key Elements of Crowdfunding,
Pro and Cons of Crowdfunding.
Goal: To strengthen the knowledge of the participants on crowdfunding and key elements of crowdfunding campaigns, to reflect and to discuss pro and cons of crowdfunding, to identify key steps of crowdfunding campaign, to raise the competencies of the participants to work in intercultural environment.
Report: Discussion and clarification of the term
‘crowdfunding’.
The session was opened by question ‘What is
crowdfunding?’ Input on the term and types of
crowdfunding (reward based crowdfunding, donation based crowdfunding, human capital crowdfunding, equity crowdfunding) followed.
‘Pro and Cons of Crowd funding’ Task;
Participants were divided into several mix-intercultural working teams. Their task was to discuss different types of crowdfunding and to identify pro and
cons of each of the type. During the presentations
the participants following points were discussed:
Pro: opportunity to create larger network of new
customers, to build relationship with new potential
customers or members of community, if the campaign runs well it can bring visibility and support,
the campaign can be a way of getting experiences,
the opportunity to test your product, pricing.
Cons: if campaign fails the feeling of being unsuccessful for the first time, the possibility to fail to
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reach enough people/backers, losing the trust and money, risk
of fraud that can be an issue for some of the potential backers who do not feel safe to pay online, different regulations
depending on the country, taxes and commissions.
During the presentation several elements of crowdfunding
were discussed e.g. the pricing, the importance of creating
landing page, the need to be aware of the size of the network
that the individual/organization or business has around, the
importance of knowing the target group and to decide on the
right campaign taking in consideration the platforms regulations and legal rules.
Results: Knowledge of the participants raised, pro and cons
of crowdfunding identified and discussed, competencies of
the participants to work in intercultural environment raised.
Session: Timeline of Crowd funding Campaigns, Analyzing
Campaigns.
Goal: To strengthen the knowledge of the participants on concept of crowdfunding and key steps of crowdfunding campaigns, to analyze several campaignsas practical examples,
to raise the competencies of the participants to work in intercultural environment, to identify ideas for crowdfunding campaigns.
Report: ‘Timeline of Crowd funding’ Tasks. The participants worked in 3 mix-intercultural teams. The task
was to create timeline of crowdfunding campaign and to prepare presentations. During the presentations the
participants covered key steps of preparation, implementation and post campaign period. In case of preparation period the participants pointed out the need of research and using tools such as SWOT as well as the
need to prepare communication plan and set right timing for launching the campaign. In case of rewards
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the participants pointed out the importance to decide on rewards that they will be able to deliver. Once the
campaign is started the participants put stress on implementation of communication strategy and mobilizing the community/backers and the same the need to work on the rewards. Once the campaign is finished
it was stressed out that it is important to deliver. The teams also stressed out that through the all stages it is
important to communicate, to monitor, to evaluate and to be able to adjust the campaign if needed.
Analyzing Crowd funding Campaigns
Trainer presented two crowd funding campaigns as practical example of crowdfunding. The campaigns
elements were reviewed and discussed.
Papier Machine:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/551648271/papier-machine-vol0-the-interactive-electronic-pap
Traditional South Serbian Cookbook:
https://www.facebook.com/Traditional-South-Serbian-cookbookStarinski-kuvar-juzne-Srbije-867557559970086/
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1177337929/traditional-south-serbian-cookbook
Practical Work on Campaigns:
Identifying Ideas
Participants worked in national teams. Their
task was to identify ideas for crowdfunding
campaigns that they will deliver after the
training course.
Presented ideas:
Macedonia: e-engagement event targeting
young people with aim to encourage using of
digital tools leading to positive social change;
Bulgaria: ’Leadership Academy’ targeting
young people with aim to equip them by
new competencies and to activate them.
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Turkey: refugee kitchen that would provide refugees from Syria an opportunity to learn new competences
and to generate income.
Greece: membership card for young people that would give them possibility to obtain cheaper services
from local business.
Peru: during the presentation the idea was not fully clarified yet.
Costa Rica: to raise money for 1st zero waste shop in Costa Rica that would be run by popular blogger.
South Africa: to address youth unemployment, and to provide new opportunities for young people coming from challenging background and excluded communities with aim to raise their career opportunities.
Romania: sport activities supporting social inclusion of children and young people with autism.
Portugal: to create new school providing new types of education and given the students an opportunity
to decide on their learning process.
Once the ideas were presented the teams were asked to make research with aim to check out if any similar campaign is being run, which crowdfunding platform suits the best to their campaign and how big is
their network of potential backers, people who could be involved in delivering the campaign.
ICL night Macedonia, Costa Rica, Romania, Peru, Turkey
Results: Knowledge of the participants on crowdfunding and key steps of crowdfunding raised, two
crowdfunding campaigns presented and analyzed, ideas for crowdfunding campaigns presented, competencies of the participants to work in intercultural environment improved.
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4th DAY

Session: Visit of Local Community (City Hall, Touristic Information Center)
Goal: To provide the participants an opportunity to explore and to interact with representatives of local community, to gain better understanding of realities of hosting country.
Report: Participants visited city hall and met with representatives of local government and touristic information center.
Results: Better understanding of local realities.
Session: Session on Funding Opportunities for NGOs, enterprises and social enterprises, working
on crowdfunding campaigns.
Goal: To raise knowledge of the participants on funding opportunities for NGOs, enterprises and social
enterprises, to work on development of ideas for crowdfunding campaigns.
Report: The participants participated in session delivered by local expert of ACIB (Association Commercial Industrial Barcelos), https://acib.eu/home/, delivering training for Social Investment – Portugal 2020 and investment in the area of social facilities – Portugal 2020. She shared practices related to addressing unemployment
by supporting development businesses and practices related to European Social Fund for Portugal 2020.
In following part of afternoon programme the participants focused on development their crowdfunding campaigns. The trainer provided input on the importance of research and analyzing the strength of the network
and the organizations: Who will work on the campaigns? How much time they can dedicated to it? Who can
be your partners? Who you can include in delivering rewards? What is your media/social network coverage?
In next step, the campaigns were reviewed. The Turkish team presented new campaign idea: to support
already existing platform that is focusing on children education.
The session was closed by input on planned programme of last part of the training course.
Results: Knowledge of the participants on funding opportunities raised, ideas for crowdfunding campaigns reviewed.
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5th DAY

Session: Working on Crowdfunding Campaign: Story of
the Campaign, Rewards.
Goal: To support development of new crowdfunding ideas,
to raise knowledge of the participants on following elements of the campaign: story and rewards.
Report: Trainer delivered input on storytelling in the process of creating the story. The participants worked in their
national teams and their task was to create story of the
campaign. They shared it with another national team and
received feedback on it with aim to clarify the story, to be
able to deliver it in clear, consistent way.
Input on rewards followed with focused on elements such
pricing, number of the rewards, the scale of the rewards.
Session was closed by input deliver by participant from
South Africa Alexandre Rodrigues. He shared insight into
realities in South Africa related to crowdfunding and SME.
Results: Increased knowledge of the participants on storytelling and rewarding, improved ideas for crowdfunding
campaigns.
Session: Session on Social Entrepreneurship
at University
Goal: To increase knowledge of the participants on social
entrepreneurship realities across participants countries, to
support interaction with local community coming from university and to raise awareness of local community on Erasmus + Programme and social entrepreneurship.
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Report: The participants took part in panel discussion
that took place at local university IPCA, https://ipca.
pt/. Several participants were directly included in the
panel and had the opportunity to share information
about Diver Deeper project, legal framework of social
entrepreneurship or practical examples of social enterprises. Other participants were part of the audience.
During the discussion various elements/issues on social entrepreneurship were covered.
Results: Better understanding of realities across participants’ countries.
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6th DAY

Session: Working on Crowdfunding Campaigns:
Presentation of Campaigns, Feedback.
Goals: To present and review ideas for crowdfunding campaigns,
to discuss practicalities related to realization of crowdfunding ideas.
Report: Participants in national teams presented their campaigns.
The presentations consisted from pitch in length of 3 minutes and
reviewing the rewards. Once the presentation was done other participants had the opportunity to ‘pledge’ for the campaign and to
give feedback on the idea/structure.
Review of presented ideas:
Portugal:
Long term goal: to create non-formal school in Barcelos, to make a
campaign with aim to create summer school for 2 months (July/August) for pre – primary school, 5-6 years old. Summer school would be
a ‘test’ of the idea and concept in local community. Needed: space,
teachers, materials, food. During the presentation the presenters
mentioned that they already know that the idea would be supported by
City Hall of Barcelos, teachers and that besides crowdfunding camping on gofund.me. It means charity based crowdfunding they would
organize also crowdfunding with aim to collect needed materials.
Feedback: to replace the word ‘test’ by pilot, to think about coordination of the campaign focused on collecting material.
South Africa:
Goal: to provide young people from disadvantaged background
and opportunity to take part in “bus tour” and get encouraged by
visiting places/meeting people who they do not have an opportunity to meet up in their lives e.g. girl who would like to become
actress would have an opportunity to visit cultural institutions.
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Costa Rica:
Goal: to open 1st zero shop in Costa Rica in cooperation with several stakeholders including blogger with
community around her. In case of feedback the main comments were connected with the amounts of the
rewards as the goal of the campaign is 45 000 EUR and how backers from all around the world could be
included in the campaign.
Romania: Sport for Social Action
Goal: to make one of the playgrounds in the city fully accessible for children with autism. The crowdfunding campaign is planned to be directly connected with on-going project supported by Sport Programme
of European Commission.
Turkey:
Goal: to promote platform aiming to improve educational opportunities of children and to support reconstruction of schools in two different regions of Turkey.
After the presentations the results of ‘crowdfunding’ were
presented. Campaign from South Africa succeed and collected more than goal (1395 EUR, plan 700 EUR). Other
campaigns did not reach their goals. The session was closed
by reviewing the upcoming steps of the capacity building period.
Note: teams from Greece, Bulgaria and Macedonia did not
present their idea because they did not fully develop it and
consultations with their organizations were needed.
Session: SMME (small, medium and micro enterprise) funding in SA: a focus on crowd funding.
Goal: To provide a definition of small business funding in
SA (compared to global definitions), highlight where crowd
funding (CF) fits in the spectrum of SMME funding, and to
introduce crowd funding platforms in the country with a focus on equity based CF (with examples).
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Report: The presentation began by defining SMMEs in the SA context, namely firms with less than R50m
revenue per annum (<€3.5m), and less than 200 employees.
It was noted that in the EU region the turnover threshold for the definition of small businesses was of a
similar quantum (50m) but in euros, meaning SMMEs in this more developed part of the world (relative to
Africa) were ~15x larger due to a much weaker South African exchange rate vs the euro.
The presentation went on to describe how CF is ideal for start up financing once the business has been
bootstrapped by the founder entrepreneurs and after angel investors have helped with concept and prototype development, i.e. CF fits in between pure start up funding and VC (venture capital).
CF platforms in SA were then explained, with examples across each type of crowdfunding presented, namely
donations based (back-a-buddy), rewards based (ThundaFund) and equity oriented (UpRise.Africa).
Two examples of projects funded on ThundaFund and UpRise were given, namely Honest Chocolate (to
launch Cape Town’s first chocolate cafe) and Drifter Brewing Co., a local craft beer brewery with innovative products (e.g. one beer made with toasted coconut flakes and another brewed with Atlantic sea
water to help save water during the drought in the Western Cape province), respectively.
The session ended by showing the metrics of both of these successful campaigns such as the number
of followers per socia media channel (Facebook, Twitter, instagram) and the conversion factor needed for
the campaigns to reach their “tilt” point and pay out the funds raised (i.e. achieve success).
Results: Awareness of the small business and funding environment in South Africa was raised, and interactions with other Divers added diversity of ideas to compare with best practices in other geographies.
The participants learnt about a more commercially focused type of crowdfunding (namely equity based)
and got to experience the products of two successful campaigns (Honest Chocolate and Drifter Beer)
during the South African intercultural evening later that day with each country team receiving a chocolate
slab and beer from these two SMEs respectively.
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WORKSHOP SHEETS
Title

Introduction to TC, Presentation of Goals, Programme, Getting to Know Each Other

Problem being
addressed

Introduction to the project, to the program, to provide the participants an opportunity to introduce themselves, to get to know each other backgrounds, to review the
participant’s expectations, to start to build the group cohesion.
Knowledge about the project, programme.
Group cohesion and dynamics.

Place

Barcelos, training room;

Theme/Topic

Day

Duration
Trainer

22/06/2018 Day 1
1.5 hours

Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To create supportive and open working atmosphere, to gain better understanding of the participants’
expectations, to clarify key elements of the programme.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Individual work, work in smaller intercultural teams, group discussion.
LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Opening word from hosting organization and the applicant organization ‘YAK’;
Introducing through Interviewing;
Work in small intercultural teams: reflection on expectations and non-formal education;
Intercultural Quiz;
Input on the Project and Programme.
(total 90 minutes)
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Title

Resource Mobilization and Co-funding: Clarification of the Terms and Exploring
Practices Across Participant’s Countries

Theme/Topic

Resource mobilization and co-funding.

Problem being
addressed

Knowledge about resource mobilization and co-funding.

Day

23/06/2018 Day 2

Duration

3 hours

Place

Trainer

Barcelos, training room;
Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To support creating open and supporting working atmosphere, to review the key terms connected with
resource mobilization and co-funding, to explore practices across participant’s countries related to resource mobilization and co-funding, to brainstorm ideas for innovative ways of co-funding.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Discussion in group, simulation, work in smaller intercultural teams.
LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Name Game ‘Name and Move’;
Work in group: brainstorming on term ‘resource mobilization;
Simulation on ‘resource mobilization’;
Work in intercultural teams – reflection and sharing of practice on resource mobilization and co-funding;
Presentation of group work;
Discussion in group on obstacles in the process of resource mobilization, co-funding.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title

Resource Mobilization and Co-funding: Image and Credibility of Organization,
Co-funding in 21st century: Exploring New Ideas and Practices

Theme/Topic

Resource Mobilization, Visual Image of Organizations, Co-funding.

Problem being
addressed

Knowledge on resource mobilization, co-funding and visual image.

Day

23/06/2018 Day 2

Place

Barcelos; training room.

Duration

3 hours

Trainer

Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To review the image of the organizations and their visual presence, to brainstorm new ideas for co-funding.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Work in national teams, discussion in group, work in smaller intercultural teams, presentation and reflection.
LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, markers, access to internet, mobile/laptop.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
‘Visual Image of Organizations’ task – work in national teams;
Brainstorming of new ideas for co-funding in intercultural teams;
Presentation of new ideas;
Reflection.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title

Input on Crowdfunding: Types of Crowdfunding, Key Elements of Crowdfunding,
Pro and Cons of Crowdfunding.

Theme/Topic

Crowdfunding.

Problem being
addressed

Knowledge of participants on crowdfunding.

Day

24/06/2018 Day 3

Place

Barcelos, training room;

Duration

3 hours

Trainer

Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To strengthen the knowledge of the participants on crowdfunding and key elements of crowdfunding
campaigns, to reflect and to discuss pro and cons of crowdfunding, to identify key steps of crowdfunding
campaign, to raise the competencies of the participants to work in intercultural environment.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Group Discussion, work in smaller intercultural teams;
LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Group discussion on crowdfunding;
‘Pro and cons of crowdfunding’’ task;
Debriefing.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title

Timeline of Crowdfunding Campaigns, Analyzing Campaigns.

Theme/Topic

Crowdfunding.

Problem being
addressed

Knowledge of participants on crowdfunding.

Day

24/06/2018 Day 3

Place

Barcelos, training room;

Duration

3 hours

Trainer

Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To strengthen the knowledge of the participants on crowdfunding and key steps of crowdfunding campaigns, to analyze campaigns – to provide practical examples, to raise the competencies of the participants to work in intercultural environment, to identify ideas for crowdfunding campaigns.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Work in Mix-Intercultural Teams, National Teams and Group.
LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers, Projector.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
‘Timeline of Crowdfunding’ Task;
Analyzing Crowdfunding Campaigns: Input from Trainer;
Working in National Teams on Ideas for Crowdfunding Campaigns;
Presentations of Newly Created Ideas: Debriefing.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title

Visit of Local Community (City Hall, Touristic Information Center)

Theme/Topic

Exploring Local Realities.

Problem being
addressed

Knowledge of Local Realities.

Day

25/06/2018 Day 4

Place

Barcelos, city;

Duration

3 hours

Trainer

-

GOALS:
To increase participant’s knowledge of the process of creating strategies and policies, to increase participant’s communication, presentation and teamwork competencies, to encourage the participants to map
and to review existing materials on social entrepreneurship.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Field trip.
LOGISTICS:
Field trip.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Visit of City Hall;
Visit of Touristic Information Centre.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title

Session on Funding Opportunities for NGOs, enterprises and social enterprises,
working on crowdfunding campaigns.

Theme/Topic

Funding opportunities, crowdfunding.

Problem being
addressed

Knowledge on funding opportunities; preparation of crowdfunding campaigns

Day

25/06/2018 Day 4

Place

Barcelos, city training room;

Duration

3 hours

Trainer

Ilona Olehlova, expert from ACIB.

GOALS:
To raise knowledge of the participants on funding opportunities for NGOs, enterprises and social enterprises, to work on development of ideas for crowdfunding campaigns.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Discussion with local expert, work in group.
LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Session with local expert;
Working on crowdfunding campaigns.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title

Working on Crowdfunding Campaign: Story of the Campaign, Rewards with Input
on SME.

Theme/Topic

Crowdfunding.

Problem being
addressed

Knowledge of the participants on crowdfunding.

Day

26/05/2018 Day 5

Place

Barcelos, training room;

Duration

3 hours

Trainer

Ilona Olehlova, Alexandre Rodrigues.

GOALS:
To support development of new crowdfunding ideas, to raise knowledge of the participants on following
elements of the campaign: story, rewards and management of social media.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Work in national teams, discussion in small teams, group discussion.
LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers, Project, Speaker, Laptop.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Input on storytelling and reward system;
Working on story of the campaign in national teams;
Sharing the story of the campaign;
Input on crowdfunding and SME in South Africa by Alexandre Rodrigues.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title

Session on Social Entrepreneurship at University

Theme/Topic

Social entrepreneurship.

Problem being
addressed

Social entrepreneurship practices.

Day

26/06/2018 Day 5

Place

Barcelos, university and training room;

Duration

3 hours

Trainer

-

GOALS:
To increase knowledge of the participants on social entrepreneurship realities across participants countries, to support interaction with local community coming from university and to raise awareness of local
community on Erasmus + Programme and social entrepreneurship.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Plenary session at the university.
LOGISTICS:
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Presentations and discussion.
(total 180 minutes)
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Title

Crowdfunding – Presentation of Ideas.

Theme/Topic

Crowdfunding.

Problem being
addressed

Ideas for crowdfunding campaigns plan to be realized in capacity building period.

Day

27/06/2018 Day 6

Place

Barcelos, training room;

Duration

1,5 hours

Trainer

Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To present new developed ideas, to increase participant’s competencies to give/receive feedback, to review
practical aspects of campaign’s realization.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Presentations, discussion.
LOGISTICS:
Flipcharts, Markers, Projector, Speakers.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Presentations of new ideas;
Feedback from the group;
Input on upcoming capacity building period.
(total 90 minutes)
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Title

SMME(small, medium and micro enterprise) funding in SA.

Theme/Topic

Focus on crowd funding.

Problem being
addressed

Knowledge of participants on crowdfunding.

Day

27/06/2018 Day 6

Place

Barcelos, training room;

Duration

1,5 hours

Trainer

Alexandre Rodrigues.

GOALS:
To provide a definition of small business funding in SA (compared to global definitions), highlight where
crowd funding (CF) fits in the spectrum of SMME funding, and to introduce crowd funding platforms in the
country with a focus on equity based CF (with examples).
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
The whole group.
LOGISTICS:
Projector.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Presentation of the SMM enterprises and the crowd funding platforms found in SA.
(total 90 minutes)
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Title

Final Evaluation

Theme/Topic

Reflection and evaluation.

Problem being
addressed

To gather feedback on the training course.

Day

27/06/2018 Day 6

Place

Barcelos, training room;

Duration

30 minutes

Trainer

Ilona Olehlova.

GOALS:
To gather feedback from the participants on practical and programme aspects of the training course.
PLANNED PARTICIPANT DYNAMICS:
Filling in online form.
LOGISTICS:
Access to internet.
SCHEDULE + DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHOP/ACTIVITY:
Filling in online evaluation forms.
(total 30 minutes)
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NEXT ACTIVITIES
1

CROWD FUNDING EVENTS AND PITCH NIGHTS MAY-JULY 2018

2

EVALUATION MEETING DECEMBER 2018

www.dive.youthalliance.org.mk

